
SEO Homepage Design Brief

• Use a Page Heading — Include a page heading that encapsulates what that page is
about, I would recommend using a keyword-rich heading that also satisfies User Query. 
This is essentially the H1 tag and is the largest font size as well as the most visible 
heading of the page. Place the H1 strategically above the fold or at the very least, on
the first scroll down.  This lets the bots know what keyword you are targeting. 

• Ensure sufficient text — Make sure the homepage has sufficient text that lets search
bots categorize the homepage properly. I recommend nothing less than 500 words but 
the more, the better.  

• Insert additional Headings — Make use of headings (H2 and H3 tags) that support the
first heading. Do not use these headings for general headings like, "Contact," "Learn 
more," "Start Here," etc.  These heading should support the first heading or H1 tag. 

• Insert constantly updated content — if you have a news section or a blog section that
is constantly updated, I recommend putting that on the homepage.  Search bots like 
frequently updated content and since they visit your homepage the most, they will be 
able to see the updated content right away. 

• Create a mobile responsive layout — Google prioritizes websites with responsive
designs for obvious reasons: the first one being, Users! Half your website’s traffic 
comes from mobile devices and Users have a better mobile experience with responsive 
websites. It also circumvents duplicate content because non-responsive sites usually 
have a desktop version and a mobile version of the same landing page. 

• Remove and limit bloated design elements (like rotating banners, visual elements,
etc) that increase page speed and bounce rates. Here is a great article from Google 
that discusses why speed is a visual designer’s problem (https://
www.thinkwithgoogle.com/marketing-resources/experience-design/mobile-page-
speed-website-load-time/) 

• Do not use images in the place of live text — search bots are incapable of reading
images so text is always better alt 

• Always use optimized images — this is one of the biggest issues of pagespeed so
ensuring that you are using optimized images is a good way to stay below the 
recommended 3-second page load time. Also, check that the optimized image or 
images does not affect the quality of the image. 

http://www.thinkwithgoogle.com/marketing-resources/experience-design/mobile-page-

